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To share the knowledge accumulated at Rambam Medical Center and in Israel concerning the organization of a trauma system, a mass casualty situation, and resuscitation
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Things that work well in peacetime will work well in M.C.S.
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TRAUMA SYSTEM
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
International Courses - Israel

358 participants from 55 countries
231 Physicians 71 Nurses

23 seminars for participants from 14 countries
International Course on Developing and Organizing a Trauma System

4 weeks
Lectures, workshops, learning tours

Workshop on Mass Casualty Situations

Topics: pre-hospital, hospital, chemical, biological, trauma

Workshop for Mass Casualty Situations

Limited Lectures in National conferences in 10 countries
וניסן תשע"א
Israel's hard-won disaster expertise reaches South America

By Karin Kozderman
July 26, 2018

Israeli experts in disaster response stress communication and infrastructure when teaching Chilean professionals how to cope with mass casualties.

Israeli and Chilean participants in the course designed to help Chile handle mass casualty situ
Physicians from 19 Hospitals

Nurses from 19 Hospitals

American Physicians Fellowship (A.P.F.) donation

Emergency Division

The Israeli Trauma Society

The Teaching Center for Trauma, Emergency and M.C.I.
Emergency Department Nurses

Operating Room, Imaging Department, I.C.U., Surgical Departments

Nurses who reinforce the Emergency Department in M.C.S.

Main Subjects

- Approaching the injured patient
- Pre-Hospital Care
- Treating the patient according to the different injured body systems, such as - Airway, Chest, Head, Abdomen, Shock
- Special consideration - Pediatrics, Burns, Acute Stress Reaction, Care Management, Team Work

Main Subjects

M.C.S. and Preparedness for M.C.S.

Hospital Preparedness, Functioning of the Emergency Room in M.C.S.
Nurse's role in organizing and treating patients in M.C.S.

Reference - ABC OF MAJOR TRAUMA
Approaching the injured patient
E.R. Procedures - Intubation, Chest Tube Insertion, High Flow I.V. Lines
Tabletop Drills, Simulations
Mental approach to Acute Stress Reaction Workshop

Psychomotor Skills Stations

Simulation based training program

Theoretical phase -
Lectures
• Mass Casualty Life Support
• Team Work
• Computer Based Simulation

Practical phase -
Hands-On Simulation Training
Mass Casualty Situations

Improve Quality of Care
Improve Organization of Hospitals and Pre-Hospital
importance in preparing medical teams

function well in peace time will function well in M.C.S.

M.C.S. also occur in places where treatment of casualties is uncommon.

Teaching methods and guidelines for preparing medical teams for M.C.S.
Veneto region, Italy

Marca region, Italy

Porto, Portugal

All India Institute of Medical Sciences, India
April 2006 – Course for 13 Jordanian physicians and nurses

December 2009 – Course for 13 physicians and nurses from Jordan

December 2007 – Course for 20 physicians and nurses from AIIMS, New Delhi, India

November 2008 – Course for 20 physicians and nurses from AIIMS, New Delhi, India
2007: AIIMS, AT RAMBAM, ISRAEL

2008: AIIMS, in New Delhi, India

M.C.S. DRILL
ו'ניסן תשמ"א

Black Friday
The True Story of the Bombay Bomb Blasts
S. Hussain Zaidi
A weekend of terror, panic, and violence, in which a series of bombings took place, caused by a terrorist group in Bombay, India.

18
The embassy mission: Locating Israeli injured
Special evaluation for sending medical teams

Indian commandos
*Identification of Israeli injured
*Psychological support of families
*Psychological support of embassy teams
*Escorting families of casualties